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ABSTRACT

We present visual re-ranking, an interactive visualization technique

for multi-aspect information retrieval. In multi-aspect search, the

information need of the user consists of more than one aspect or

query simultaneously. While visualization and interactive search

user interface techniques for improving user interpretation of search

results have been proposed, the current research lacks understand-

ing on how useful these are for the user: whether they lead to quan-

tifiable benefits in perceiving the result space and allow faster, and

more precise retrieval. Our technique visualizes relevance and doc-

ument density on a two-dimensional map with respect to the query

phrases. Pointing to a location on the map specifies a weight distri-

bution of the relevance to each of the query phrases, according to

which search results are re-ranked. User experiments compared our

technique to a uni-dimensional search interface with typed query

and ranked result list, in perception and retrieval tasks. Visual re-

ranking yielded improved accuracy in perception, higher precision

in retrieval and overall faster task execution. Our findings demon-

strate the utility of visual re-ranking, and can help designing search

user interfaces that support multi-aspect search.

Keywords

Information visualization; information retrieval; multi-aspect search;

multi-dimensional ranking

1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-aspect search refers to activities in which the information

need of the user consists of more than one aspect or query simul-

taneously. Such situation arises in contexts such as exploratory

search, item selection and multi-criteria decision making. In ex-

ploratory search activities, the user’s goal is not clearly defined,

and the information space is usually unfamiliar to the user. In such

scenarios, the user might start from a small set of notions, with the

intent of learning and making sense of the related document space.

In this case, conventional result lists offer little insight of the data
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Figure 1: Interactive relevance map visualization. (a) Position

of a document marker is computed as a weighted linear com-

bination of relevance to individual query phrases r1, r2, r3. (b)

Radius of a document marker encodes the overall relevance of

the corresponding document to all query phrases. (c) Opacity

encodes the density of document mass in a certain position of

the 2D plane. (d) The result list can be re-ranked by relevance

and the distance to the selected position rr.

and nothing indicates how the given results relate to the multiple

aspects of the query. For example, a user looking for recent liter-

ature on physiological measurements might want to search for as-

pects such as ‘Electroencephalography’, ‘Electrodermal Activity’,

‘Electromyography’ and quickly be able to assess how the result

space is distributed and how the retrieved documents relate to each

aspect.

Item or product selection is currently widely supported by

faceted search and search result clustering. Such systems are

widespread in e-commerce and library catalogs. These techniques

allow the user to investigate the results through the use of multiple

filters, but they offer limited support for perceiving the result space

and weighting the aspects accordingly. Conventional query-based

search tools usually visualize results as a one-dimensional ranked

list, and offer limited support for multi-aspect retrieval. Another

example is multi-criteria decision making, a well researched pro-

cess that often requires multi-aspect search [8]. Take the example

of a user looking online for a new car. Usual faceted tools allow her

to select filters to narrow down the offering: e.g., a manufacturer,

a price range, a fuel type. Such criteria require the user to have
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a specific goal in mind, whereas a typical user would be inclined

to come up with more vague criteria such as: good gas-mileage

(no specific threshold in mind), family-friendly, and/or fun to drive.

Such criteria are not binary, and the user can expect to find on the

market several satisfying solution with different tradeoffs, instead

of one ideal car. On the other hand, looking for such criteria using

one single unified query on a conventional search engine returns a

list of results that does not reflect the user’s preferences and does

not allow for conscious tradeoffs.

In all these cases, the user should be able to quickly assess dis-

tribution of the results with respect to how they relate to each re-

searched aspect, and then be able to rapidly inspect them, which

is possible if the user 1) perceives the distribution to understand

which parts of the result space contain interesting information (i.e.

what are the tradeoffs between the query phrases) and 2) is able to

determine the tradeoff rapidly using the visualization.

We present a visual re-ranking technique that uses multi-

dimensional ranking and two-dimensional interactive visualization.

Inspired by earlier work on visual information retrieval and seek-

ing [33, 2], the technique allows the user to perceive the relevance

distribution with respect to multiple query phrases by using a rele-

vance map visualization. A novel feature of this technique is that

it allows the user to investigate specific areas on the map by re-

ranking the results through pointing at the map. The method es-

timates document relevance with respect to user-specified query

phrases in a multi-dimensional space in which the query phrases

define the dimensionality. The method then computes a layout for

the documents on a two-dimensional plane where relative distances

of document markers to each query phrases are defined by their re-

spective relevance, overall relevance of each document is visualized

as the radius, and higher document density translates in darker ar-

eas. (see Figure 1). The visualization allows the user to perceive

how the result space is populated with respect to both density and

relevance to some query phrases.

Rather than relying only on a one-dimensional ranking algorithm

to select the documents most relevant to a query, the role of the

system is to organize and present information about many docu-

ments and multi-dimensional query phrases in a way that makes

comparison possible. Re-ranking by pointing allows users to rank

documents with respect to relative relevance weights to the query

phrases. For example, expressing that a user wants the ranking to

be based a little on both query phrases interaction and interfaces,

but mainly on the phrase design can be done simply by pointing to

an area on the map that is inside a triangle of the query phrases but

closer to the concept design.

The approach was evaluated in a controlled laboratory study with

20 participants performing two tasks: perception and retrieval. In

the perception task, participants were asked to find out how a doc-

ument space was populated and organized with respect to specific

topics, such as whether there was more research about interaction

or design. In the retrieval task, the participants were asked to find

documents with varying relevance to several topics, such as a doc-

ument that was mainly related to design, but slightly related to in-

teraction and interfaces.

Our results show significant improvement in task completion

time as well as improved accuracy in perception, and improvement

in task completion time in retrieval, without compromising effec-

tiveness measured as the quality of the task outcome. These results

suggest that relevance mapping and re-ranking is effective in cases

when the initial one-dimensional result list is not enough for the

user to analyze the information.

The contributions of this paper are: (1) We present a visual re-

ranking approach to multi-aspect information retrieval in which

users can perceive the result space and rapidly re-rank the result

list by pointing to the visualization. (2) We demonstrate that users

can complete perception and re-ranking tasks significantly faster

without compromising the effectiveness. (3) While different ap-

proaches for search result visualization have been proposed in the

past, up to our knowledge, this is the first study that empirically

verifies the benefits of interactive visualization for multi-aspect in-

formation retrieval.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Visual Information Retrieval and Seeking
Information spaces can be huge and thus hard to comprehend.

However, visualizing the space and allowing the user to directly

interact with and manipulate objects in the space facilitates com-

prehension. For instance, when the results of actions are shown

immediately and when typing is replaced with pointing or select-

ing, exploration and retention increase while errors decrease [46].

For information seeking, the following visualization and interac-

tion features are of particular importance [43]: (a) dynamic query-

ing for rapid browsing and filtering to view how results change; (b)

a starfield display for the immediate, continuous, scalable display

of result sets as different queries are processed; (c) tight coupling

of queries to easily use the output of one query as input to another

[1]. For instance, a user study indicates that dynamic querying sig-

nificantly improves user response time and enthusiasm. Using such

techniques, systems like FilmFinder [1] support querying over mul-

tiple varying attributes such as time, while showing the changing

query results in the context of the overall data. User studies also in-

dicate that user interfaces that show the result list together with an

overview of the result categories encourage a deeper and more ex-

tensive exploration of the information space [25], especially when

the system allows relevance feedback to be given on such categories

to direct the exploration [40, 39].

2.2 Document Collection Visualization
Various visualizations have been proposed for large document

collections [24]. Most of these techniques adopt the visual infor-

mation seeking mantra [44] to provide an overview at first and de-

tails only on demand. The documents are often visualized on a 2D

plane, in the form of a map based on a similarity metric. Higher-

level entities, such as topics, are also displayed on the map for im-

mediate and better understanding of the document space organiza-

tion.

Document Atlas [12] uses Latent Semantic Indexing and multi-

dimensional scaling (MDS) to extract semantic concepts from the

text and position the documents with respect to the concepts. Doc-

ument densities around concepts are visualized as a heat map. On

mouse hover, common keywords in the area are listed, and on zoom

in, more details are shown.

Self-Organizing Maps have also been used by systems like

WEBSOM [20] and Lin’s maps [26] to position the documents on

the 2D plane. WEBSOM also suggests areas in the map that could

be relevant to the user’s search query. Lin’s maps are further split

up into regions whose area indicates the number of documents with

specific related terms.

Other techniques visualize the documents as glyphs to indicate

additional inter-document relationships and metadata on the map

(e.g., [38, 29]). Various metaphors have also been adopted; ex-

amples include the terrain metaphor, in which dense regions in the

map are seen as mountains with valleys in between [9, 49]; the

galaxy metaphor, in which documents are seen as stars in different

constellations (document clusters) [16]; and the physical metaphor,



in which documents are considered to be moving particles and the

inter-particle forces move similar documents closer to each other

and dissimilar documents apart [10]. Visualizations with two di-

mensions and meaningful axes (e.g., categories vs. hierarchies

[45], query results vs. query index [6, 23], production vs. popu-

larity [1]) have also been proposed.

These visualizations provide an overview of the entire document

collection, but they do not allow the user to direct and focus the ex-

ploration as required. A user-driven rather than a data-driven tech-

nique could be more helpful when searching for documents relevant

to multiple keywords. To that end, such a technique should visual-

ize the ranking of documents with respect to multiple keywords so

the user can easily judge the relevance of documents to each of the

keywords of interest [33]. However, most of the current techniques

only visualize whether a document is relevant or not to a keyword

using set visualizations [4], without showing the document’s degree

of relevance to each keyword.

2.3 Multi-Aspect Search
In multi-aspect search the information need of the user consists

of more than one aspect or query simultaneously.

As a consequence, an item in a collection needs to be ranked

differently based on its multiple attributes. The Graphics, Rank-

ing, and Interaction for Discovery (GRID) principles and the cor-

responding rank-by-feature framework state that interactive explo-

ration of multi-dimensional data can be facilitated by first analyzing

one- and two-dimensional distributions and then by exploring rela-

tionships between the dimensions, using multi-dimensional rank-

ings to set hypotheses and statistics to confirm them [41]. How-

ever, comparing, analyzing and relating different ranks is difficult

and requires an interactive visualization that supports the various

requirements identified by Gratz et al. [13].

Multi aspect search support is provided in Song et al. [47], with

the proposal of a strategy for multi-aspect oriented query summa-

rization task. The approach is based on a composite query strategy,

where a set of component queries are used as data sources for the

original query. Similarly Kang et al. [19] propose a multi-aspect

relevance formulation, but in the context of vertical search.

LineUp [13] is an interactive visualization that uses bar charts

to support the ranking of objects with respect to multiple hetero-

geneous attributes. Stepping Stones [11] visualizes search results

for a pair of queries, using a graph to show relationships between

the two sets of results. Sparkler [14] allows to visually compare

results sets for different queries on the same topic. Tilebars [15]

visualizes the frequency of different words in various sections of

documents as a heat map and ranks the documents accordingly.

Similarly, HotMap uses a two-dimensional grid layout to augment

a conventional list of search results with colors indicating how hot

(relevant) specific search terms are with respect to the document

[18]. Ranking cube [50] is a novel rank-aware cube structure that

is capable of simultaneously handling ranked queries and multi-

dimensional selections. RankExplorer [42] uses stack graphs for

time-series data. Techniques for incomplete and partial data have

also been proposed [22]. TreeJuxtaposer [31] was primarily de-

vised to compare rankings.

For document collections, the vector space model could be used,

such that each document and search query is a vector in a multi-

dimensional space, each axis is a term, and the document position

is determined by the frequencies of each term in that document

(e.g., [36]). Visualizations of such a model could aid understand-

ing of the document space, but more research is required, particu-

larly for user-driven approaches that allow the user to specify the

dimensions of interest [33].

2.4 User-driven Visualization
VIBE [33] is one of the most well-known user-driven multi-

dimensional ranking visualization for large document collections.

To indicate the subspace of interest, the user first enters two or more

query terms, known as "points of interest" (POIs). POIs are then

shown (as circles) on a 2D plane, together with documents (as rect-

angles) related to at least one POI, forming a map. The position

of each rectangle indicates the relevance of the corresponding doc-

ument to each of the POIs. The size of a rectangle indicates the

relevance of that document to the search query. Citation details of

documents selected from the map are listed; clicking on an item in

the list opens the full document. Any time a POI is added, removed

or moved, the map is updated accordingly. However, regions of the

map with numerous close-by documents are not easily detectable

because the rectangles are not color filled; using semi-transparent

color filled shapes reduces overplotting [28] and facilitates percep-

tual ordering of different regions in the map by their density [27].

Also, documents are not re-ranked as the user navigates over the

map.

Variants of VIBE include: WebVIBE [30], in which POIs act like

magnets that attract documents containing related terms; VR-VIBE

[7], which visualizes the space in 3D (for more space to view docu-

ments between POIs) and depicts relevance by color; and Adaptive

VIBE [3], in which POIs are query terms (as in VIBE) but also user

profile terms that are automatically extracted from user notes.

Similar to VIBE, GUIDO [32], DARE [53] and TOFIR [52] also

allow users to specify POIs and display documents based on their

relevance to the POIs. However, in GUIDO each POI is an axis

(not an icon on a 2D plane) and documents are positioned based

on their absolute rather than relative distances from the POIs. In

DARE and TOFIR, relevance to POIs is indicated by both distance

and angle.

Other user-driven systems, like combinFormation [21], Topic-

Shop [5] and InfoCrystal [48], retrieve and display search re-

sults related to user-defined keywords but do not visualize the re-

sults’ multi-dimensional ranks. Similarly, HotMap [18] supports a

weighted re-ranking of the search results, but without leveraging a

graphical interactive approach for specifying the weights. Word-

Bars [17] also supports re-ranking of the search results, but uses

additional terms extracted from the search results rather than rely-

ing on the query terms.

While similar techniques of mapping data to 2D visualization for

better user interpretation have been proposed, the current research

lacks understanding on (1) how useful these are for the user and

(2) whether they lead to quantifiable benefits in specific tasks re-

lated to search activity. This work is the first to demonstrate a tech-

nique where the visualization can be effectively used for re-ranking

search results. It is also the first that empirically verifies that users

perceive the document space faster and are able to execute retrieval

faster without compromising the quality of retrieved information.

3. RELEVANCE MAPPING
The method for relevance mapping is first illustrated with an

overview from the user perspective. Then the computation of the

layout and document visualization is explained.

3.1 Overview
Figure 2 shows an example of the relevance map visualization.

Here, a user investigates a document space delimited by three query

phrases with corresponding markers on the map: design, interac-

tion and interface. A fourth query marker, exploration, is greyed

out because it has been disabled to permit a temporary focus on

the three remaining query markers. The user has positioned the



Figure 2: The relevance map (1) displays documents in relation to multiple query phrases, displayed as red text labels. Here, a fourth

query phrase is greyed out (disabled). The exploration cursor (in blue) is located at the user-specified position to be used for the

re-ranking. Red document markers indicate the position of articles currently on display in the result list (2).

pointer (blue flag with a smiley face) close to interaction to inves-

tigate a collection of documents highly related to interaction and

more loosely related to interface and design. As a result, the list

shows articles ranked with a specific focus on the selected area.

Query markers are created by inputting keywords in the query

box in the top left. Each query marker can be activated or disabled

by clicking it. Documents returned by the system are visualized on

the map as semi-opaque dots scattered between the query markers

with respect to their individual relevance. The overall relevance of

a document is indicated by the radius of the dot. The partial opac-

ity translates overlapping into a darkened tint that cues the user on

the number of document markers in any given area. Query markers

can be moved/dragged around on the map, which updates the po-

sition of the document markers. The position of the pointer can be

positioned by dragging or tapping on the map. Any change in the

pointer position or query marker organization triggers a re-ranking

of documents based on their overall relevance and proximity to the

pointer.

The ranked articles appear in a conventional one-dimensional list

layout in the result list (2). Documents being displayed in the re-

sult list are shown as red dots on the map. The result list is scrol-

lable. Each document is displayed with its title, authors, publica-

tion venue, abstract and keywords. Abstracts are first shown par-

tially but can be displayed in full at a click or a tap. Keywords are

interactive, as they can be added to the map as new query markers

on a tap.

3.2 Layout
The data used to compute the relevance map layout consists of a

set of m query phrases q1...m ∈ Q, a set of k documents d1...k ∈ D and

relevance estimates r1...k ∈ R for each of the k documents according

to each of the m query phrases.

Each query marker and each document marker has a position on

the plane, posqx
, posqy

and posdx
, posdy

respectively. The position

of each query phrase marker is defined by the user by moving it to

the desired position on the plane. The position of each of the doc-

ument markers is computed as a weighted linear combination of

the relevance scores to each query phrase and the relative position

of the query marker. Intuitively, document markers are positioned

proportional to their relevance to each of the query phrases. For-

mally, the position of an jth document marker on dimension dim

is:

posd jdim
=

|Q|
∑

i

rqid j
· posqdim

|Q|
(1)

so that posdidim
is the coordinate of document di with respect to

dimension dim. On a two-dimensional plane dim can be x or y.

The relevance estimation rqid j
of a document to a query phrase is

explained in the next section.

3.3 Document Marker Visualization
The radius of the document marker is directly the relevance rqid j

.

That is, the size of the dot is defined by the relevance.

The opacity of overlapping document markers is used to visu-

alize the density of the document mass in a particular position on

the plane. We use a standard computation of opacity [35] in which

opacity of o of a pixel on the plane is computed as:

o = 1 − (1 − f )n (2)

where n is the number of overlapping layers and f is a constant

setting of an opacity effect of an individual layer and was set to

f = 0.95.

4. RELEVANCE ESTIMATION
The relevance estimation used in ranking and computing the doc-

ument marker layout and size are explained in this section.

4.1 Relevance Estimation
Given the document collection and a set of query phrases that

specify the multiple dimensions to be used in ranking and visual-

ization, the relevance estimation method results in a set of probabil-

ities r1...k ∈ R for each document d of k documents in the collection

according to each query phrase q1...m ∈ Q.



To estimate the probabilities from the query phrases Q and docu-

ments D, we utilize the language modeling approach of information

retrieval [34]. We use a multinomial unigram language model. The

vector Q of query phrases is treated as a sample of a desired doc-

ument, and document d j is ranked according to a query phrase qi

by the probability that qi would be generated by the respective lan-

guage model Md j
for the document; with the maximum likelihood

estimation we get

P(q|Md j
) =

m
∏

i=1

P̂mle(qi|Md j
)wi , (3)

where wi is the weight of each of the query phrases and is set as

wi =
1

|Q|
as default. In case of interactive re-ranking wi is weighted

based on user interactions as explained in the next section.

To estimate the relevance rqid j
of an individual document d j with

respect to an individual dimension defined by each query phrase

qi and avoid zero probabilities, we then compute a smoothed rele-

vance estimate by using Bayesian Dirichlet smoothing for the lan-

guage model

so that

rqid j
= Pmle(qi|Md j

) =
c(qi|d j) + µp(qi|C)
∑

k

c(q|d j) + µ
, (4)

where c(di|d j) is the count of a query phrase qi in document d j,

p(qi|C) is the occurrence probability (proportion) of a query phrase

qi in the whole document collection, and the parameter µ is set to

2000 as suggested in the literature [51].

4.2 Ranking
Given the probability estimates for each of the documents, we

apply a probability ranking principle [37] to rank the documents in

descending order of their probabilities for the query phrases. These

are then used to compute the total ordering of the document list.

The top-k ranking computation remains efficient by making use of

priority queue with complexity log(k) of k search results with pre-

sorted inverted index.

The user can interactively re-rank the result list by selecting a

point on the relevance map. The point for the desired re-ranking is

defined by its two-dimensional coordinates rrx and rry with respect

to the two-dimensional coordinates of the query markers posqix
and

posqiy
for the i = 1 . . . |Q| query phrases.

The re-rank weighting for an ith query marker is computed as the

Euclidean distance between the posqix
and posqiy

and the rrx and

rry. Formally,

wi =

√

(posqix
− rrx)

2
+ (posqix

− rry)
2

|Q|
∑

i

qi

, (5)

The re-ranking of the documents is then computed using these

distances by Formula 3 by setting the weight wi accordingly. Intu-

itively, the distance from the query marker is used as the importance

of the query phrase in the ranking of the documents.

5. EXPERIMENTS
The current research lacks understanding on the end-user ben-

efits of interactive visualization in multi-aspect search scenarios.

The perceived simplicity and overall familiarity of well-studied

conventional search system interfaces – like the current de-facto

search interface with typed query and a ranked result list – have

not been challenged in experiments that measure the quantifiable

benefits of task completion time and effectiveness.

We conducted a controlled laboratory experiment in which the

relevance mapping and re-ranking were compared to a conventional

ranked list visualization in two basic tasks that searchers have to

perform when using an information retrieval system: perception

and retrieval.

The perception task sought understanding on the benefits of the

visualization in perceiving the distribution and density of result-

ing documents with respect to the multi-aspect query phrases. The

retrieval task sought understanding on the benefits of the visual-

ization in re-ranking the results according to a user specified dis-

tribution over the importance of the different query phrases (see

Figures 3b,3c1, and 3c2). The benefits were measured with respect

to task completion time and effectiveness (quality of the perception

or retrieval). The following subsections explain the details of the

experiments.

5.1 Hypotheses
The study tested the following four hypotheses:

• H1: Efficient perception hypothesis: The relevance map al-

lows faster perception of the result set.

• H2: Efficient retrieval hypothesis: The relevance map allows

faster retrieval of relevant information.

• H3: Effective perception hypothesis: The relevance map al-

lows more accurate perception of the result set.

• H4: Effective retrieval hypothesis: The relevance map allows

retrieval of more highly relevant information.

5.2 Experimental Design
The experiment used a 2 × 2 within-subjects design with two

search tasks and two systems. The conditions were counterbal-

anced by varying the order of the systems and tasks.

5.3 Baseline
A baseline system, shown in Figure 3a, was implemented to en-

able comparability and as to ensure that the evaluation revealed the

effects solely on the features enabling relevance mapping and re-

ranking. The baseline used the same data collection as well as the

same document ranking model. All retrieved information in the

baseline system was displayed with a ranked list layout. The base-

line did not feature a relevance map, and the ranking was based on

a single query at a time. The baseline was using the same hard-

ware, i.e. a multi-touch-enabled desktop computer with a physical

keyboard.

5.4 Tasks
The experiment consisted of two tasks, perception and retrieval,

which are explained below and exemplified in Figures 3b,3c1, and

3c2. Both tasks used a common set of four topics, either (1) inter-

action, tabletop, tangible, and prototyping, or (2) surfaces, explo-

ration, visualization, and sound. The two set of topics were formed

by two researchers who were experts on human-computer inter-

action. The same researchers were then asked to assess the task

outcomes of the participants.

5.4.1 Perception Task

The perception task aimed to measure task completion time and

effectiveness, to help understand how a document space is popu-

lated and organized with respect to specific query topics. Partic-

ipants were asked the two following questions: (1) "Out of the 4



Figure 3: In the perception task, participants must identify the two and three keywords out of four that are the most related to

relevant information. In the baseline (a), they must skim through the ranked list of results to infer the most prevalent keywords

from the top articles. Using the relevance map, they must interpret the distribution of document markers. In the retrieval task,

participants must find an article that shows a high relevance to one keyword (say, tabletop), and a lesser relevance with two other

keywords (say, tangible and interaction). Using the baseline (a), they must query the three keywords, then find a fitting article in the

result list. Using the relevance map, they point (by tapping on the touch-enabled monitor) at an area between the three keywords

(c1), somewhere closer to tabletop than tangible or interaction, which triggers a re-ranking of retrieved articles based on the selected

position (c2). The participant should be able to select one of the top articles as a fitting task outcome.

topics provided, which 2 topics are related to the highest amount of

relevant documents?", and (2) "Out of the 4 topics provided, which

3 topics are related to the highest number of relevant documents?".

An example visualization from which the user had to select the

topics is shown in Figure 3b. In that case, we can see that the space

delimited by tabletop, tangible, and interaction is the most densely

populated through sheer amount of document markers, making

them part of the answer. To find the two keywords, they must then

compare pair-wise document density by focusing on the edges be-

tween query phrase markers, with a slight but noticeable lead in

density (encoded as darkness) between tangible and interaction.

5.4.2 Retrieval Task

The retrieval task aimed to measure task completion time and

effectiveness in finding documents with varying multi-dimensional

relevance toward several topics. Participants were given the follow-

ing instruction: "Find one article that is highly relevant to ‘Topic A’

and slightly related to ‘Topic B’ and ‘Topic C’.". The task was then

repeated one more time with a different topic priority: "Find one

paper that is highly relevant to ‘Topic B’ and slightly related to

‘Topic A’ and ‘Topic C’."

An example sequence of a visualization, user pointing to the vi-

sualization to re-rank the document list from which the user had to

select the documents is shown in Figures 3c1 and 3c2.

5.5 Measures
We used two performance measures: task completion time and

effectiveness. Task Completion Time measured the time required to

complete the task. Effectiveness measured the quality of the task

outcome.

5.5.1 Task Completion Time

Task completion time was computed directly as the duration in

seconds from the beginning of the task to the completion of the

task.

5.5.2 Effectiveness

Effectiveness was computed differently for the two tasks and the

corresponding ground truths for the task outcomes were defined

differently.

In the perception task, effectiveness was measured as the accu-



racy of the participants answer. The ground truth was available

from the relevance estimation and was computed as a sum of the

relevance scores associated to each query phrase representing the

topic. The topics were then ordered based on the sum of relevance

scores and the top 2 and top 3 topics corresponding to the task de-

scription were selected as the ground truth to which each answer

was then compared. Accuracy was computed for each answer, re-

sulting in a grade of 1 for a match, 0 for a mismatch, and – in

the case two topics selected out of four – 0.5 for a partial match.

Each participant having returned two answers, effectiveness was

then measured as the mean of both grades.

In the retrieval task, effectiveness was measured as precision on

the documents selected by the participants. All documents chosen

by any of the participants in any of the two system conditions were

pooled. Two experts then assessed the actual relevance of each

document to each topic. The experts being authors of the exper-

iment design and having themselves devised the topics, potential

bias in the assessment was addressed by following a strict double-

blind procedure (i.e. experts had no knowledge of the participant,

the system or concurrent assessment) and balancing the use of each

set of topics across both conditions. The experts assigned for each

document a grade between 0 (non-relevant) and 5 (highly relevant)

to each of the topics, which were then averaged (mean) into a fi-

nal grade. The topic defined as highly relevant was given a dou-

ble coefficient so that the final grade reflected the weighted aspect

of the task. The final grade indicated the expert opinion on how

relevant the document was for the task. The inter-annotator agree-

ment between the experts was measured by using Cohen’s Kappa

for two raters who provided three relevance assessments per doc-

ument. Agreement was found to be substantial (Kappa = 0.684,

Z = 7.04, p < 0.001), indicating that the expert assessments were

consistent.

Additionally, we collected the position in the result list of each

document returned by each participant, to better understand the re-

ranking/scrolling tradeoff.

5.6 Data logging and data collection
For the purpose of the task completion time measurement, we

recorded (1) the task duration from the start button press to the end

button press. For the purpose of the effectiveness measurement,

we recorded (2) bookmarked documents. After completion of both

tasks in both conditions, participants were given a questionnaire

to collect data on their age, gender, academic background and re-

search experience.

We used a document set including all articles available at the

Digital Library of the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM)

as of the end of 2011. The information about each document con-

sists of its title, abstract, author names, publication year, and pub-

lication venue. Articles with missing information in the metadata

were excluded during the indexing phase, resulting in a database

with over 320,000 documents. Both the baseline and the proposed

system used the same document set and the users were presented

with the top 2000 documents.

5.7 Participants
Twenty researchers in computer science (40% females) from two

universities, ranging in age from 21 to 36 years old and from 1

to 8 years in research experience, volunteered to participate in the

experiment. The participants were all compensated with a movie

voucher that they received at the end of the experiment. All partic-

ipants were assigned the same experimental tasks on both systems

with systematic varying order between the systems. In this experi-

ment, informed consent was obtained from all participants.

5.8 Apparatus
Participants performed the experiment on a desktop computer

with a 27" multi-touch-enabled capacitive monitor (Dell XPS27).

The computer was running Microsoft Windows 8 and both systems

– being Web based – were used on a Chrome Web browser version

45.0.2454.85 m. A physical keyboard was provided for text input,

whereas pointing, dragging and scrolling were performed through

touch interaction. The search engine implementing the relevance

estimation method was running on a virtual server and the doc-

ument index was implemented as an in-memory inverted index al-

lowing very fast response times with an average latency of less than

one second.

5.9 Procedure
The tasks were described on individual instruction sheets that

incorporated one of the two sets of keywords, to which we will

refer as the task versions. The duration of the tasks was not con-

strained. To avoid introduction of confounding variables, we coun-

terbalanced the tasks by systematically changing the order of the

systems, the order of the task versions, and which task version was

allocated to each system.

Considering the novelty aspect of the visualization, a training

version of the tasks was devised, allowing participants to use both

system with comparable proficiency. Training tasks had to be done

using each system, right before the main task, using a separate set

of four keywords: creativity, collaboration, children and robotics.

The training started with the participant receiving a tutorial on how

to use the system, then, while performing the training task, she

could ask questions about either the task or the system. As soon

as the training task was completed and the participant had no more

questions, the participants started the actual experiment.

Participants were asked to underline the chosen answers on the

instruction sheet. In the retrieval task, we asked the participants

to bookmark the chosen articles. A Start/Submit button was added

to both systems in the upper right corner. To be able to use each

system, participants had to tap Start when ready to perform each

task and Submit when they had completed it.

6. RESULTS
The results of the experiment regarding performance are shown

in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 4 with respect to the selected

measures: task completion time and effectiveness, and reported ac-

cording to both tasks, perception and retrieval. The mean position

of selected articles in the result list is also illustrated in Figure 4.

The results are discussed in detail in the following sections.

6.1 Task Completion Time
Significant differences were found between the systems in both

tasks, which are discussed as follows.

6.1.1 Perception Task

The results of the perception task show that participants spent

substantially less time completing the perception task when us-

ing the relevance map than when using the baseline system. The

mean task duration for the relevance map was 84.23 seconds, while

the mean task duration for the baseline system was 177.72 sec-

onds. The differences between the systems were found statistically

significant (Wilcoxon pair-matching ranked-sign test: Z = 3.27;

p < 0.001). In conclusion, the relevance map shows 111% im-

provement, and was therefore more efficient for the perception task,

confirming H1.



Task Completion Time Effectiveness

Baseline (B) Map (M) B vs. M Baseline (B) Map (M) B vs. M

M SD M SD Wilcoxon Test M SD M SD Wilcoxon Test

Perception 177.72 116.20 84.23 39.38 p < 0.001 0.75 0.23 0.89 0.17 p = 0.013

Retrieval 137.53 101.66 80.93 70.65 p < 0.001 0.70 0.13 0.71 0.12 p = 0.95

Table 1: Task completion time and effectiveness results for both tasks. Task completion time is reported as a duration of the task

averaged over participants. Effectiveness in the perception task is reported by mean quality of topics averaged over participants, and

effectiveness in the retrieval task by mean quality of documents averaged over participants. Results showing significant improvement

over the baseline are shown in bold.

Figure 4: Results from the performance measures displayed for both systems with confidence intervals for: (a) task completion time

in the perception task and (b) task completion time in the retrieval task with the mean duration (lower is better), (c) effectiveness in

the perception task with the mean topic quality, and (d) effectiveness in the retrieval task with the mean document quality (higher is

better). (e) Mean position in the result list of selected articles in the retrieval task.

6.1.2 Retrieval Task

In the retrieval task, participants spent substantially less time

completing the task when using the relevance map than when using

the baseline system. The mean task duration for the relevance map

was 80.93 seconds, while the mean task duration for the baseline

system was 137.53 seconds. The differences between the systems

were found to be statistically significant (Wilcoxon pair-matching

ranked-sign test: Z = 3.87; p < 0.001). In conclusion, relevance

map shows 70% improvement and was therefore more efficient for

the retrieval task, confirming H2.

Using the relevance map, participants selected articles close to

the top in the result list, with a mean position of 1.48 (SD = 1.20),

while the mean position of the selected article for the baseline

system was 6.33 (SD = 7.20). The differences between the sys-

tems were found statistically significant (Wilcoxon pair-matching

ranked-sign test: Z = 4.77; p < 0.001).

6.2 Effectiveness

6.2.1 Perception Task

In the perception task, the effectiveness as measured by the accu-

racy of the topics selected by the participants on the relevance map

is 0.89, while accuracy on the baseline system is 0.75. The differ-

ences between the systems were found to be statistically significant

(Wilcoxon pair-matching ranked-sign test: Z = −2.46; p = 0.013).

In conclusion, relevance map was more effective for the perception

task, confirming H3.

6.2.2 Retrieval Task

No statistically significant difference in the relevance of retrieved

documents was found in the retrieval task (Wilcoxon pair-matching

ranked-sign test: Z = −0.07 and p = 0.95). The fourth chart in fig-

ure 4 shows very similar results for both systems. This result fails

to confirm H4, but it shows that the improvement in task comple-

tion time observed in the retrieval task did not impair the quality of

the retrieved documents.

7. DISCUSSION
The results of the experiments show significant improvements

in task completion time in both perception and retrieval, without

compromising effectiveness. These results confirm hypotheses H1,

H2 and H3.

In the perception task, participants were able to use the rele-

vance map visualization to make decisions with greater accuracy,

111% faster. The visualization allowed the participants to under-

stand more accurately the distribution of information with respects

to the multiple aspects of the query.

In the retrieval task, documents fitting complex criteria were re-

trieved 70% faster using re-ranking through interaction with the rel-

evance map. While finding documents with different relevance to

several topics requires users to go through long lists of results and

assess the relevance of individual documents, our proposed method

for re-ranking through pointing at the map successfully narrows

down the top results to documents that fit the criteria.

The quality of the task outcome was the same in both conditions

in the retrieval task, which failed to confirm hypothesis H4. A

possible reason for equal performance is the absence of strict time



constraints for participants to complete the tasks. It is possible that

a constrained time to complete the task would have negatively im-

pacted the quality of the task outcome for the baseline, as the par-

ticipants would not have been able to carefully examine the list to

find a fitting article, but would have been forced to skim, resulting

in possibly lower quality of selected topics and articles.

While our results show substantial improvements over the base-

line, there is a tradeoff between the perceived simplicity of a

result list and the added visual complexity of a relevance map.

Interaction-wise, a result list is explored by scrolling, while a rel-

evance map requires more complex behavior, justifying the use of

a training session and tutorial. In the context of the present exper-

iment, the necessity for a tutorial introduces a risk of influencing

participants towards optimal behaviors that may outperform self-

devised strategies. While our results suggest that the design of such

visual interfaces can make both retrieval and perception faster, sim-

pler interfaces may be more effective when the cost of interactions

is higher, e.g. smaller devices and mobile scenarios.

We see further research directions to be addressed. First, dif-

ferent task complexity could be investigated and open-ended tasks

explored, in which users would have more control over the search

process. Second, more realistic search situations outside of our

present laboratory experiment could be exploited to investigate in-

teraction with relevance mapping and re-ranking functionality in

situations in which users would have the possibility to try their own

areas of interest and determine whether the suggestion effectively

met their preferences and expectations.

8. CONCLUSION
Conventional systems for information retrieval are not designed

to provide important insights of the data, such as relevance distri-

bution of the results with respect to the user’s query phrases. In

this paper, we introduced visual re-ranking, an interactive visual-

ization technique for multi-aspect information retrieval that helps

overcome such limitations. The method proved successful in sub-

stantially improving performance over complex analytical tasks.

Evaluation showed that users are able to make sense of the rele-

vance map and take advantage of the re-ranking interaction to lower

the time required to make analytic decisions or retrieve documents

based on complex criteria. These results suggest that the conven-

tional one-dimensional ranked list of results may not be enough for

complex search-related tasks that go beyond simple fact finding.
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